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Let 52 be a bounded omain in RN (N>2) with smooth boundary XI Let 
f( .): Iw --t Iw be a continuous f nction such that f(0) =0 and lim,, fm f([)/i; exist. 
We discuss the existence of nontrivial solutions f the Dirichlet problem 
-Au=f(u) in Q, u=oon aS2. 
Our hypotheses em to allow significantly greater f eedom for the numbers f, = 
limi _ + m f([)/i than is usually found in the literature in that he interval with end 
points f? is here permitted tocontain a eigenvalue of -A subject tozero 
Dirichlet da a. Furthermore we do not require any differentiability of f and we 
weaken other technical onditions on f that are generally assumed in other papers 
dealing with this problem. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 be a bounded omain in RN (N>2) with smooth boundary 8Q. 
We denote by 
0<1,<1,< .-. <li< ... 
the sequence ofeigenvalues of the igenvalue problem 
-du=lu in Sz, u=O on %2. 
Each eigenvalue appears inthe sequence asmany times as its multiplicity. 
‘pi denotes aneigenfunction corresponding to li, normalized in L’(Q). 
Throughout the paper & is a simple eigenvalue with k> 1 and f: 88 -+ R is 
a continuous f nction satisfying: 
f(O)=O, lim $S=J-, 
[- -cc 
lim f(l) -=f+ exist and f-, f+e(Ak-,,&+l). 
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We are here concerned with the number of nontrivial so utions f the 
Dirichlet problem (abbreviated to DP in the sequel) 
---Au =f(u) in Q, u=O on iX2. (1) 
The existence of nontrivial solutions f (1) has been considered by many 
authors inrecent years. Among others, wemention [1, 3, 9, 10, 11, 121 
and the references therein. I  our study of (1 ), two numbers, C(f- , f, ) 
and C( f, , f- ), introduced by Gallouet and Kavian [lo] turn out to be 
very useful. It is proved in [lo] that given a, p E (1, ~I, & + i ) there exist a 
unique uE H’(Q) and a unique number C(a, /?) such that 
-du=au+ -fiu-+C(a,j)qk in Q, 
u=O on do, (UT (Pk) = 1
(2) 
here and in the sequel (., .) denotes the inner product in L’(0) and 
u+(x)=max{u(x), 0}u-(x) =U+(X) -u(x), x E Q. We now state a typical 
result that we shall prove in this paper and then we shall discuss its 
relationship with earlier r sults of the same nature concerning theDP(l). 
THEOREM A. Suppose in addition to(F) that 
f(l)-f(a) <B<Rk 1 
i-v ’ + 
for some constant fi, V[, r] ER, [ # rj, 
and there xists S > 0 such that 
Then 
O<J&J<6*-- f(i) <* 
c k. (5) 
(i) the DP(l) has a solution u1with (u,, (Pk)<O ifC(f-, f+)<O; 
(ii) the DP(2) has a solution u2with (u,, qk) > 0 if C( f, , f-) < 0. 
This theorem seems to generalize (ii) of Proposition 2.8 of [lo] in two 
ways. In the first place, instead of(4), [lo] assumes the stronger condition: 
(6) 
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In fact if (6) is assumed then the proof of Theorem A would have been 
much simpler than in Section IIbelow. Inthe second place, [lo] assumes 
that f is differentiable at the origin and requires instead of(5) that 
f’(0) < & and it appears that his differentiability is used in [lo] in an 
essential manner. We note however that he linear operator considered in 
[lo] can be more general than an elliptic operator like -d. We also would 
like to mention that by using arefinement of the reduction method [7] as 
applied directly o the nergy functional of the DP( 1) on the space HA(O) 
instead ofthe abstract lemma in Section II below, inplace of (3) we could 
have assumed the slightly weaker condition 
f(i) -f(v) < 1 
i-v k+l, vi-7 rl E R i z rl. 
In order not to further complicate thissues, we elect not to do so here. 
The existence of nontrivial solutions f the DP( 1) has been discussed by 
many authors under various sets of conditions  f( .). Usually some dif- 
ferentiability of f is required. In [3, 1l] the existence of one nontrivial 
solution is established w reas inCl, 9, 121 f( .) is of class C ’ on R and 
under additional conditions it is proved that he DP(l) has at least two 
nontrivial solutions. Morenoteworthy perhaps, it is generally assumed that 
the interval with end points f+ (= lim, _ + o. f(i)/c) does not contain a y 
eigenvalue of -A in its interior (cf., e.g., [l], Theorem 10.2 of [3], and 
Theorem 1of [12]). The hypotheses of Theorem A above involving the
numbers C(f- , f, ) and C(f+ , f-) seem to allow significantly greater 
freedom for f- and f,. In fact it can be deduced from [lo] that given 
f+E(&,&+i), there XiStS a*E[&-I,&) such that C(f-,f+)<O, 
C(f+,f-)<O for f-E(CZ*,&+i) whereas if a*>&-,, C(Cr*,f+) 
C(.f+, a*) = 0. Nontrivial so utions f the DP( 1) have also been examined 
in a different setting, amely when both f, are equal to an eigenvalue. In 
this connection we mention among others Cl, 4, 5, 63 and the references 
therein. 
We shall conclude the paper by giving a dual version fTheorem A. 
II. PROOF OF THEOREM A
We shall use a reduction method which is embodied in the following 
lemma (cf. [8 or 21). 
LEMMA. Let H be a Hilbert space and J( .) be a continuously dIfferen- 
tiable functional on H. Let V be a closed subspace of H and W be its 
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orthogonal complement inH. Suppose that here xists y > 0 such that for 
each v E V we have 
where J’( .) denotes the Frechet derivative of J( + ). Then there is a continuous 
function tI( .): V+ W such that 
(i) J(v+&v))=min{J(v+w) I WE W>, VE V. 
(ii) Let 
Z(v) = J(v + e(v)), VE v, 
then I(. )is of class C I on V. 
(iii) A point uE H is a critical point of the functional J( .) on H if and 
only tf u = v + 0(v) and v is a critical point of Z( .) on V. 
(iv) Suppose in addition that here xists an isomorphism A:H + H 
such that A(V)cV, A(W)c W andfor some y,>O: (Aw,w)~~,~~w~~~, 
VW E W, and J’ - A = K maps weakly convergent sequences ofH into sequen- 
ces converging in the norm. Then 0( .) also maps weakly convergent sequences 
of V into sequences converging in the norm in W. 
We note that (iii) follows from the facts hat 
<J’(v + O(v)), WI >= 0, VVE v, W,E W,’ 
and 
(Z’(v), VI >= (J’(v + e(v)), VI), vu, VI E v. (7) 
Furthermore, theminimum in (i) is attained at only one point, namely 
e(v). 
Let E denote the finite dimensional subspace ofH#2) spanned by the 
eigenfunctions (pi, 1 < i < k - 1, and let W be the orthogonal complement 
of. V= E@ kp, in H;(Q). We shall denote the norms in HA(Q) and in 
L2(Q) by II .(I and (I . I 0, respectively. L t 
j(u)=; j-- {lVu12-f+(u+)Z-f-(u-)2} dx, u E H;(Q). (8) 
R 
Since f- , f + E (A, _, , & + L) it can be verified that he lemma applies and 
38(e): V=E@UQ, + W such that for any u E E, s E R we have 
.Qu+~(~~+~(~+~(~~))=min{~(u+scp,+ w) I WE W}, (9) 
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or equivalently, 
I {ve(u+s(pk).vw-(f+[i(u,s)]+ - - f -) w} dx=O, R 
VWE w, (10) 
where i(u, s) = u + scp, + &u + scp,). Furthermore, &u +scp,) is the only 
point in W satisfying (9) or (10). Let 
i( u+ sq,) =f(u +sp, + 8( u+ s(pk)), UEE,SER. (11) 
We shall need the following 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) We have i(u) <0 for any u E E, u # 0. 
(ii) Suppose that C( f + , f _ ) < 0. Then for every s > 0, u E E we have 
i(u +sq,) <0. 
(iii) Suppose that C( f _ , f + ) < 0. Then for every s < 0, u E E we have 
i(u +sq,) <0. 
Note. Under the stronger condition that he interval with end points f *
does not contain any eigenvalue in its interior (cf., e.g., [3, 111) as 
assumed by many works in the literature, the proof of this lemma is much 
simpler than below. 
ProoJ: It is not difficult to see that (i) is true. Infact, for any UE E we 
have from (9) and (11) 
f(u) <j(u). 
Since min( f- , f+ ) > A,- i by condition (9) in the Introduction, j(u) <0 
for UEE, u#O. 
To. prove (ii) and (iii), fora fixed ,SE R consider the functional i,(.) 
delined onE by 
fs( u) = i(u +sq,), u E E. (12) 
Because Is(u) G .&u +sqk), it can be seen that for every fixed SE R, 
fsw + -co as UE E, [lull + co. Since i,( .) is continuous n E it therefore 
follows that 3ti(s) E E such that 
f,(G(s)) = max { i,(u) 1 uE E} (13) 
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Since it can be shown (cf. Eq. (7)) that he Frechet derivative f:( .)of I,( .) 
is given by 
(i;(u),a)=J‘n {VuVii-(f+[i(u,s)]+-f-[i(u,s)]-)ii}dx, 
ViiE:E, 
where i(u, S) = u + sqk + f?(u + scp,), 6)(s) atisfies 
s {V&(s) Vii - (f, [2(&(s), ]+-f- [;(&(s), ]-) ii} dx = 0, R 
ViicE. (14) 
From (10) and (14) it follows that if P denotes the orthogonal projection 
on [WV, in L*(a) then d(s) +&d(s) +scp,) is a solution of the Dirichlet 
problem 
-du=(z-P)(f+[u+sqk]+-f_[u+sqk]-) in f& 
u=O on X9, and (2.4, (Pk) =0. (15) 
On the other hand, it is known [ 10,2] that his problem has a unique 
solution u = 6,(s) + r!?*(s) with6,(s) E:E, (9*(s) E W.We therefore have 
8(s) =B,(s), &d(s) +s&) = 0,(s). 
From (12) and (13) we then deduce that for every uE E we have 
(16) 
We first prove (ii) byassuming that s> 0 and C( f, , f- ) < 0. By (15), 
2 = ( l/s)( 8,s) +scp, + 8,(s)) satisfies th  quations 
(I-P)(-AP)=(Z-P){f+i+ -f-i-} in Sz, 
2=0 on LK2, (2, (Pk) = l. 
Therefore by [lo] (cf. Eq. (2)) 
-Ag=f+g+ -f-i- +C(f+, f-)(Pk. 
Multiplying this equation with 2 and integrating over52 give 
zi(i)=j (~V~~2-f+(~+)2-f~(~~)2} dx=C(f+, f-)-co. 
R 
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But because  >0, we have 
@9,(s) + sq, + d*(s)) = &2) = s’.&z) < 0. 
This and (16) yield j(u+s(pk)<O for each ueE. 
We now prove (iii) by assuming that s< 0 and C( f- , f+ ) < 0. By (15) 
with 2= (l/.s)(d,(s) + sqk + &(s)) as above, we have 
(z-P){-Ll(s2)}=(z-P){f+(s2)+ -f-&2-}. 
But, because  <0, 
(sZ)+ = -s(Z)-, (sZ)- = -s(Z)+. 
Hence 
(z-P){-Ll2)=(z-P){f~2+-f+~-}, 
and therefore by [lo] (cf. Eq. (2)) 
-d=f-g+-f+z-+C(f-,f+)q,. 
Multiplying this equation with 2 and integrating overSz give 
2.t(-&=lQ {IVpl’-f-@+)*-f+(?)*}dx=C(f-,f+)<O. 
But because  <0, we have 
.@,(,) + sq, + d,(s)) = .f(.&) = s’j( -2) < 0. 
This and (16) yield &U + sqk) <0 for each uE E. 1 
Suppose now that f( .): Iw + [w satisfies condition (9) in the Introduc- 
tion and (3). Let 
f(r)=f+r+-f-r-+dr), CG I&’ with lim - g(k, i+*m r 
, 
W=l‘df(WL 1ER. 
We define a functional J( .)on H,!,(Q) by 
J(u,=;s, {IVul*-f, lu+l’-f- lu-I*} dx
- 
f 
G(u) dx, u E H#2). 
R 
(17) 
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It is well known that .Z( .) is of class Cl and a critical point of it is a 
solution of the DP( 1) and vice versa. Itis not difficult to see that because 
of (3) the lemma applies and given uE V= E @ I+, there exists a unique 
element ofW denoted bye(u) such that for every wE W we have 
(J’(u + e(u)), w)= J, {V@) VW -f(u + e(u)) w> dx =O, (18) 
or equivalently, 
J(u+tl(u))=min{J(u+w) 1 WE W}. 
We define a functional Z( .)on V by 
Now let 
Z(u) = J(u +O(u)), UE v. 
(19) 
(20) 
v- = (I.4 E vI (u, (Pk) < 01, l? = closure ofV- , 
v, = V\ P-, F+ = closure ofV,. (21) 
Using Proposition 1 we now prove the following proposition whicn we 
shall need for the proof of Theorem A. 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) Suppose that C( f- , f, ) < 0. Then Z(u) + --co as 
DE P-, Ilull --toc). 
(ii) Suppose that C(f+,f-)<O. Then Z(u)* -cc as’ UE P,, 
II4 + a. 
Note. The remark in the note immediately following thestatement of 
Proposition 1 also applies here. 
Proof We prove (i); the proof of (ii) ssimilar. Suppose by contradic- 
tion that (i) is false. Then there xist a number K and a sequence 
(u”> c P- such that /unll --f co as n + co and Z(u,) 2 K for each n= 1,2, .. . 
We first obtain a estimate for the norm of 0(u) in terms of the norm of u. 
We note that since V is finite dimensional, al  norms on V are equivalent. 
Since lim ,r, _ mg(c)/5 = 0, given E> 0, there exists C(E) such that 
Ig(i)GC(E)+E K-1, IER (22) 
here and in the sequel C(E) denotes a generic constant depending onE. 
Taking w= t?(u) in(18) we obtain for any u E V, 
J, lWu)12 dx G ja ( max(f-,f+)(bl + lw40 
+ C(E) + 414 + iem) l~wl dx. 
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Noting that max(f- ,f, ) < A, + r and, because O(u) E W, 
s IV~(u)12de~,+, s ld(u)l’dx. R R 
By taking E sufticiently sma lin the last but one inequality we have 
IINv)ll 6 C 11~11 + c2, UE v, (23) 
here and in the sequel ci (i= 1, 2, . .) denote generic constants. Let
z, = u,/ II u, 11, o, = ~9( u,)/ (Iu, 11. Since Vhas finite dimension, we can assume 
that {z,} converges in the norm topology toz in V and, because of(23), 
also that {on} converges weakly to o in W. Because of the Sobolev’s 
imbedding theorem we can further assume that {zn} and {w”} converge 
almost everywhere (a.e.) on 52 to z and w, respectively, and there xist 
I?(:), k( .) EL2(52) such that Iz,(x)l <h(x), Iw,(x)l <k(x) for almost all 
(a.a.) XEi-2, n = 1, 2, . . . Then {[z,(x) + o,(x)] * > converge to 
[z(x) + o(x)] + for a.a. x E a and therefore { [z,( .) +a,,(. )]*} converge 
to [z( .) +o( .)] * in L2(!C2). Hence we have 
f+ cun +fl(hJl+ -f- [un +(J(hJl- 
IIU”lI 
=f+Cz,+%l+-f-Cz”+%- 
+f+Cz+wlf -f-[z+o]- inL2(S2) as n+co. 
Using (22) and (23) it can be seen without much dfficulty that
AU” + &un)) 
IlUnII 
+O in L2(s2) as n-+co. 
Let Q be the projection on V= E@ Rp, in L’(Q). From (18) we have for 
each n= 1, 2, . . and each wE W 
s VO( u,) VW dx R 
= R {f+C~,+Q(~Jl+ -f-L-~,+~(~,)l- +dc,+~(u,))} wdxI (24) 
or equivalently 
-Nun) = (I- Q,(f+ Co, +e(u,Jl+ -f- [u, + I] - +g(u, + Oh,))). 
(25) 
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Dividing (24) by I]u,]] andletting n + co we obtain 
I VwVwdx= 6) s {f+[z+wl+ -f-[z+ol-} wdx R 
or equivalently 
-dw=(Z-Q){f+[z+o]+ -f-[z+w]-}, (26) 
which means that w = d(z) where & .) is defined by(9) or (10). We also 
note that since the right hand side of (25) divided by]Iu,,II converges to the 
right hand side of (26) in L*(Q) as n + co, we deduce that {w,} converges 
to o in the norm of the Sobolev space H*(Q). In particular 
Now 
Jo IVw,j2dx+[Q IVol*dx as n+co. (27) 
$$=;,, {lW*+ I~~,12-f+C~~,+~,~+1*-f-C~~,+~,~-1*~ dx ” 
G(u, + d(u,)) dx. (28) 
From (22) and (23) it is not difficult to see that 
1 
EL IlUJ s 
G(u, + O(u,)) dx= 0. (29) 0 
By our earlier analysis and(27) we have 
lim i IQ {IVz,l*+ ~V~,(~-f~[(z,+~~)+]~-f~[(z,+~~)-]~~ dx 
n-m 
=; il, {IVzj*+ IVw(*-f+[(z+~)+]*-f-[(~+ci-]~) dx=i(z), 
(30) 
because o = o(z) as we have pointed out after (26). Since {u,,} c l?, z, 
which is the limit of {u,/ IIu,,II }  also belongs toP- . By Proposition 1 we
then have i(z) < 0 under the assumption C( f- , f,) < 0. It follows from 
(28~(30) that Z(u,) + -cc as n + co, contradicting the assumption that 
Z(u,) > K (n = 1, 2, . .). and the proof of Proposition 2 is complete. m 
Proof of Theorem A. We shall prove (i); the proof of (ii) ssimilar. By 
(iii) ofthe lemma, it suffkes to show that he, functional Z( .)defined onI/ 
by (20) has a nontrivial critical point uwith (u, (Pi) < 0. 
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By (ii) ofthe lemma, Z( .) is of class C’on V which is of finite dimension. 
From this and (1) of Proposition 2 wededuce that Z( .) must attain ts 
maximum on l? at some point u, E P- . Because of(4), it can be seen that 
u~E+Z(u)<J(u)<q. (31) 
Therefore it suffices to show that 
Z(u,)=max{Z(u) 1 uE l?} >O. (32) 
In fact, itfollows from (31) and (32) that u, belongs tothe open half space 
V_ and not to the boundary E of l?. Hence u1 is a critical point of Z( .) 
on I’ and u,=v,+~(u,) is a solution fthe DP(l) with (u,, qk)= 
(4 3 (P/f) < 0. 
To prove (32) we use an argument similar to one in [7] which, for the 
sake of completeness, we reproduce herewith. We shall show using (5) that 
for 1~1 >O sufficiently sma lZ(rcp,) > 0.Since by the lemma the mapping 
0( .): V+ W is continuous, forsmall Itl, 118(r(p,)ll is sma l. On the other 
hand, it follows from (p) that here exist constants c1 and c2 such that 
V(5) G c1 ICI + c2, V[ER. 
Therefore th Nemytskii operator associated with f( .) is continuous from 
L’(Q) into itself forany r 2 1. Since f(0) =0, for small 1~1 the L*(0)-norm 
of f(tqk +8(z(p,)) is small. Itmight be recalled that we have denoted byQ 
the projection on V in L’(Q). Then from (18) we obtain 
-WV,) = U- Q, f(7(~k + @v/z)). (33) 
Because for small (~1 the L2(Q)-norm ofZ”(tqk+ 8(r(p,)) is small, we 
deduce from (32) that he H’(Q)-norm of8(rcp,) is small for small Ir(. Let 
l/r = l/2 -2/N. Then for small Itl, Ilf(qk + O(zcpk)ll L,(RJ issmall and hence 
11c2f-k~~ + e+dli LrcRj is small. Therefore forsmall tl, ][(I- Q)f(zcp, + 
wrpk)h~Q, is small and we again deduce from (33) that IlO(zrpk)ll w2.r(n) is
small. Thus by a familiar bootstrap argument wecan find z,, > 0 such that 
0~ ITI -=,a~< ll~cp,+e(zcpk)llccn,<6, (34) 
where 6 is the constant involved incondition (5). Then with F(t) =
j’; f(i) dc we have for 0< ITI < to 
J- R 1 Iv, +eP,)12‘dx R 
<; JQ Iv(tcp, + e(rcpk))12 dx, 
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because r’pk+ O(rs(pk) belongs tothe subspace ofH;(B) spanned by 
eigenfunctions (pi with i2 k. Therefore for-rO < r < 0, rep, E VP and 
I(Vk) =J(Vk + WVk)) 
the 
Hence Z(v, ) >0 and the proof is complete. 1 
III. A DUAL THEOREM 
In “duality” o Theorem A we have 
THEOREM B. Suppose inaddition to (9) that 
f(i) -f(v) >cI >1 
i--v] ’ 
k-l for some constant , 
f(r),, 
i 
k+l 
vi, rl ER i z vl, (35) 
for all cE R, [ # 0, (36) 
and there exists p >0 such that 
O<Kl<p*- 
f(i) >A 
r k. (37) 
Then 
(i) the DP(l) has a solution u1 with (u,, (Pk)<O ifC(f-, f+)>O; 
(ii) the DP(l) has a solution u2 with (u2, (Pk)>O ifC(f+, f-)>O. 
Notes. (i) This theorem seems to improve (i) of Proposition 2.8of 
[lo] in that instead of(35) and (36) it is assumed in [lo] that 
and instead of(37) it is assumed in [lo] that f( .) is differentiable at 0 and
f'(O)>&. 
(ii) Using an argument in[7] relating to the nergy functional of the 
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DP( 1) on the space HA(Q) instead ofthe abstract lemma in Section II, we 
might slightly weaken (35) to requiring merely 
In order not to cloud the issues, we choose not to do so. For this Section 
III let E be the closed subspace of&h(G) spanned by the igenfunctions ‘pi 
with i> k + 1 and let I’= E@ tk!qk. We now denote by W the orthogonal 
complement ofV in HA(Q): W is the finite dimensional subspace ofHA(Q) 
spanned by the igenfunctions ‘pi with 1d i < k - 1. We then define the half 
spaces V, of V just as in (21). 
The proof of Theorem B is carried out through the same steps as for 
Theorem A but here we shall perform the reduction t  the infinite dimen- 
sional subspace V of HA(Q) whereas inSection IIthe space Vin question is 
of finite dimension. This necessitates a number of modifications. 
Consider again the functional j( .)defined onHA(Q) by (8). Applying 
the lemma in Section IIto -.?( .) we obtain a function 8( .): V-r W which 
maps weakly convergent sequences in V into convergent sequences in W 
and for any UE E, SE R we have (cf. (9)) 
j(u+s(Pk+&#+s(Pk))=max{.?(#+sqk+w) 1 WE w}. (38) 
Just like (10) we define a functional i( .)on the infinitely dimensional space 
V by 
f(u +sq,) =& + sq, + &u + s(pk)), USE, JELL!. (39) 
Similar toProposition 1 wehave 
PROPOSITION 3. (i) We have i(u) > 0 for every u E E, u # 0. 
(ii) Suppose that C( f + , f- ) > 0. Then for every s> 0, u E E, 
f(u+s~,)>o. 
(iii) Suppose that C( f-, f,) >0. Then for every s< 0, u E E, 
f(u +sq,) >0. 
Proof (Sketched). Since & _, < f _, f + < jlk + i, using (38) and (39) we 
can show that for any fixed SE R, Is(u) + co as UE E, [lull + 00 where fs( .) 
is the functional defined onE as in (12): 
i,(u) = f(u +sq,), IA EE. 
Since the norm of a Hilbert space is weakly lower semicontinuous and 
since I$ .): V-+ W maps a weakly convergent sequence into aconvergent 
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sequence, we can show using (39) that I,( .) is weakly lower semicon- 
tinuous onE. Thus similar to (13) there exists h(s) EE such that 
fs(ti(s)) = min{i,(u) 1 UEE}. 
The proof can then be completed as for Proposition 1. 1
As in Section II, consider the nergy functional J( .)of the DP( 1) defined 
on HA(Q) by (17). Applying the lemma in Section IIto -J( .) we obtain a 
function O(. ): V + W satisfying 
J(0 +e(u)) = max{J(v + w) 1 w E W}, UE v. 
We note that by the lemma O( .) maps a weakly convergent sequence inV 
into aconvergent sequence inW. Using this fact we see that he functional 
Z( .) defined onV by 
Z(u) = J(u +e(u)), DE v, 
is weakly lower semicontinuous. 
Just like we have used Proposition 1 toprove Proposition 2, from 
Proposition 3 weobtain: 
PROPOSITION 4. (i) Suppose that C( f- , f, ) > 0. Then Z(u) + co us 
UE v-, Ilull + co. 
(ii) Suppose that C(f+, f-)>O. Then Z(u)+00 us DE P+, Ilull +a. 
Proof: The proof is carried out as for Proposition 2 using this time the 
fact hat Z( +) is weakly lower semicontinuous on V and Proposition 3. 1
Using Proposition 4 a d the weak lower semicontinuity of Z( -)on V we 
can prove Theorem B just like we proved Theorem A. We note that his 
time we look for the minimum of Z( .) on V*. 
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